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Lattice and electronic contributions to the quadrupole interaction of trivalent europium

I.. E. Erickson

Xationa/ Research Council, Ottawa, Canada E1A 088
(Received 6 June 1985; revised manuscript received 19 February 1986)

A measurement of the ' 'Eu + Do excited-state hyperfine splittings in the host crystal YA103 us-

ing an optical-rf nuclear double-resonance method, is combined with previously measured values of

the quadrupole interaction in the Fo electronic states to obtain separately the lattice and the elec-

tronic contributions to the quadrupole coupling constant D. The ratio D&,«/D4f is equal to —2.03

for Fo in the crystalline host YAl03. For the 'Do level, the ratio D~,«/D4f & 30.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first measurements' of the hyperfine split-

ting of the stable isotopes of Eu3+, there has been a sig-

nificant interest in this hitherto elusive ion. One prob-

lem which has received much theoretical attention, even

before the first resonance results, s is the magnitude of
the quadrupole splittings. This interest grew out of the

complete lack of success in attempts to observe the ex-

pected nuclear magnetic resonances in this J=0 ground-

state ion. Elliot showed, in 1957, that this was due to a

partial quenching of the nuclear moment by a second-

order interaction with nearby J=1 levels, which reduced

the resonance absorption signal by a factor of 100. He

also pointed out that a large electronic quadrupole in-

teraction results because the crystal field produces small

admixtures of the J=2 state in the J =0 ground state.

He estimated that the contribution to the quadrupole

splitting by the electric field gradient of the lattice charges

was negligible. Judd et al. , in an analysis of the decay of
radioactive nuclei, argued that the primary contribution to
the quadrupole constant is an interaction which excites a

5p electron to the 6p shell and was three times larger and

of opposite sign to the electronic term of Elliott. Ed-

monds,
s in an unrelated NMR study of I.a'+, demon-

strated that the lattice electric field gradient at the nucleus

is 2 orders larger than had been previously thought, due to
antishielding by the closed-shell electrons, so that the lat-

tice contribution to the quadrupole interaction of Eu +

should be quite large and could explain the experimental

results of Judd. Edmond's hypothesis was confirmed by
rf-optical double-resonance studies of the europium ion

in two different crystals, which demonstrated that the

quadrupole interaction is strongly affected by the host

elix:tric field gradient. Blok and Shirley have given ex-

pressions for both the electronic and lattice contributions

to the quadrupole interaction constant in axial symmetry

and the lattice component (and the electronic part for
J &0) has been generalized to a nonaxial situation by

Barnes et al. '0 In all of these expressions, there are atom-

ic constants and shielding parameters (1—y„) (lattice at

the nucleus by closed shells}, (r )4f(1—oz) (lattice at the

4f electron by closed shells), (r )4f(1—R~) (closed

shell with 4f electrons) that have not been accurately
determined" so that an estimate by Sharma and Erickson

of the ratio D~,«/D4f —2.9——for the ground state needs

to be established experimentally. In this paper, the

separate contributions to the quadrupole interactions are

derived from a measurement of the total quadrupole split-

ting in the Do state and a previous measurement of the

ground state using a model first given by Barnes. '0 It was

assumed that the electronic contribution to the excited-

state Do quadrupole constant could be ignored and this

assumption was tested by calculating (in axial symmetry)

the ratio of the lattice to the electronic terms.

II. EXPERIMENT

The ground-state Fo hyperfine constants of the two

stable isotopes of Eu + dilute in the YA103 host crystal

have been obtained previously. ' Shelby and Macfarlane

also reported hyperfine constants for the 5DO state, which

they obtained using an optical hole-burning technique.

Since their accuracy was limited by the dye-laser stability,

an optical-rf double-resonance method' whose accuracy

(but not sensitivity} is independent of the dye-laser stabili-

ty was used to obtain the quadrupole constants. For this

nuclear spin I = —,
'

ion, there are three hyperfine levels

separated by tens of MHz for each nondegenerate elec-

tronic level. These are not normally resolved optically in

the strain-broadened spectral line. However, a narrow-

band cw stabilized dye laser, tuned to the 5DO- Fo transi-

tion, pumps an individual hyperfine level which quickly

produces a large polarization of the hyperfine levels in

both the ground and excited states. In effect, a hole is

burned in the optical transition because ions are removed

from the optical absorption. They are either in the excit-

ed state, or in decay from the excited state they sometimes

return to a different ground-state hyperfine level due to I,
mixed levels. A rf magnetic field induces magnetic dipole

transitions within either the excited or the ground state at

the appropriate frequencies. Since excited-state magnetic

dipole transitions increase the probability of return to a

different ground hyperfine level, more ions are removed

from the optical absorption, leading to a decrease in the

optical absorption and consequently in the luminescence

from the crystal. On the other hand, a ground-state mag-

netic dipole transition returns an ion to the pumped level,

leading to an increase in the luminescence at resonance.

In order to pump individual hyperfine levels, both the
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The electric-field gradient of the lattice, antishielded by

the closed-shell electrons, acts on the quadrupole moment

of the nucleus giving D»«and E)«, . A third term D4f
and E4f is due to the inoment of the 4f electrons induced

by the crystal field (with shielding by the closed shells)

acting on the nucleus. AVhen it can be assumed that the

three interactions have a common z axis,

Da +D4f +Dlatt (2)
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FIG. 1. The I,= 2
—I,= z

nuclear-quadrupole-resonance
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transition of YA103.Pr + in the excited 'D~ electronic state. For

this measurement, the cw dye-laser light was resonant with the

Fo- Do transition (17 186.7 cm '). A radio-frequency magnet-

ic field was applied to the crystal by current flowing in a two-

turn coil. Broadband luminescence was observed at 16270 cm

as a function of the radio frequency. The sample temperature

was about 5 K. The dwell time at each point was 1.6 sec.

laser spectral width and the energy levels must be narrow

compared to the hyperfine splitting. Thus low crystal

temperatures are required to reduce lifetime-limiting pro-

cesses such as the phonon interactions which broaden the

energy levels.

A typical signal for the excited Do electronic state is

shown in Fig. l. As was noted above for the excited state,

a reduction in luminescence is observed at resonance. The

zero-field frequencies are 59029+16 and 86098+20 kHz

for "'Eu, compared to 61 and 89 MHz, as reported by

Shelby. (A ground-state resonance of ' 'Eui+ at 59600
kHz almost interferes with the detection of the 59029-

kHz line. ) This yields quadrupole coupling constants

I
D

I
=22 715+7 kHz and

I
E

I
=4273+5 kHz.

III. THEORY

The hyperfine levels of each electronic state may be

described by a quadrupolar Hamiltonian'

H D [I I(I+1)/3]+E(I Iy ) (1)

There are three contributions to the quadrupole parame-

ters. The pseudoquadrupole interaction terms D, and E,
arise from a second-order magnetic hyperfine interaction.

The limitations imposed by this assumption are con-

sidered in Sec. IV. The pseudoquadrupole contribution

D, (and E, ) is less than 100 kHz and will be ignored.

The direct and antishielded lattice contribution is given
by5, 9, 10

3Q(1 —r»2o
2I(2I —i)(1—a2) & "&«

'

E»«=+(6&22/3&2o»»« .

(3)

(4)

For the shielded 4f electronic contribution to first order,

D4f = — (r )4f(1—Rg)
(i) 3e Q

4I (2I —1)

x(JllallJ&&0 I
3J, —J(J+1)

I
0), (5)

E4(/)=+[(Ol J++J IO)/2(OI3J, —J(J+1)IO)]DE'.

(6)

Here, Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, (r")4f are ra-

dial integrals over the 4f electrons, 82 are crystal-field

parameters, and IO) represents the eigenfunction of the

lowest level of the 2s+'L manifold. For a pure J=0
state, Eqs. (5) and (6) give a null result. They are included

here to accommodate calculations on eigenstates mixed by

the crystal field.

Estimating the nuclear quadrupole splitting in the J=0
level, Elliots considered the crystal field mixing together

with the hyperfine interaction to give a second-order ex-

pression for D4f (in axial symmetry). This, refined to in-

clude the various shielding terms by Blok and Shirley

and Sharma and Erickson, is

D(2)
~'Q820 -3

1 8 I (LszllallLSO& I'
2I (2I —1) E20 —Eoo

(7)

Thus for axial symmetry where only a single J=2 level

has a J,=0 component, the ratio

D)„,/D4f ———[(1 y)/2e (r )4f(1 ——o2)(r )«(I —Rg)](E2o —Eoo)/ I (LS2I lal ILSO) I

which is independent of the crystal-field parameter 820. It is noted that the ratio is dependent on the spin and orbital

angular momentum, by virtue of the operator-equivalent factor (LS2llallLSO) and by the separation of the J=2,
J,=O level from the J=0 level, i.e., E20 —Eoo. This, differing only slightly from the spin-orbit splitting of the J=0
and J=2 levels, may be obtained from the calculations of Morrison, Karaianis, and Wortman' "' for the YA103 host

crystal or by a measurement of the optical-absorption spectra. The operator equivalent factors are more difficult because

of the complexity of the f configuration. One can show that the operator equivalent factor (f electrons) is given by
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J J' 2
( WULSJ

~
~(x ( ~

W'O'L 'SJ' )=2[ —2( 105)' /1 5][J,J'] '

x(WOLS~~O"'~~W O'L, 'S)( —1)'+'+'+'(Q, )-'" (9)

where QJ J (Ref. 10) is given by

QJ 1
——(2J —1}(2J)(2J+ 1)(2J+2)(2J +3)/4,

Qg J+1——2J(2J + 1 )(ZJ +2)(2J +3)(2J +4)/24,

(10)

Q, J+2——(2J + 1 )(2J +2)(2J+3)(2J +4)(2J +5)/6,
(12)

and J g J'. The reduced matrix elements

( WULS~~U' '~~W'O'L'S) are tabulated in Nielson and

Koster' as are the 6J factors in Rotenberg et al. ' The

[J,J'] symbol denotes (2J+1)(2J'+1). Because Eq. (9)
is expressed in terms of fractional parentage states and the

lowest D term has significant amplitudes from F,
D

1 3 3 Pi 3 6 states,
' the effective value of the operator

equivalent factor was obtained using Porcher's'3 lowest 5D

eigenstates &'Dz~ ~tz( ('Dp &
= + o 10487»miiariy

the ground level, ( F ~i~a[~ Fp)=2/5(3)'~ and with

Porcher's F eigenstates, is equal to 0.20242.
For all practical purposes, the excited state is modeled

by Eqs. (3) and (4). Using Eq. (8), it can be shown for the

Dp state that D« is approximately 3% Di,«, so that

D( Dp) Dia«22 715 kHZ 1s a good aPPloxinlatloil

One may conclude that

D4f( Fp) —D( Fp) —D)4«
———1 1 500 ( —22—715)

=1121SkHz

if one assumes that the z axes of the two interactions coin-

cide and that the sign of D~,« is negative. There is no
doubt about the sign, but there is controversy about the

directions of the various interactions. In a separate
Raman-heterodyne study of this crystal, ' it has been

shown that the z axes of the total quadrupole interaction

D of Fp and Dp are coincident within the experimental

error of +3'. The limits to the generalization of these re-

sults is discussed in So:.IV. The ratio Dfg«/D4J —2.03
value for the ground state is somewhat smaller than the

predicted value of —2.9 (Ref. 5). One should note that

the predicted value was obtained using the experimental

value of Blok and Shirley for (1—y„)/(1 —az) =302 for
the ethyl sulphate crystal. The generally accepted
Sternheimer antishielding value is y = —80 for the rare-

earth elements. " While there appears to be some varia-

tion with host material (published "experimental" values

range from 0.5 to 0.8), a calculated value may be obtained

by interpolation from Erdos" and from Stcrnhcimer. "
This yields o 3

——0.63," which would give (1—y „)/
(1—a2)=220 or a theoretical ratio Di,tt/D4f —2 1 Ill

Scc. IV, wc note that better agreement between the theory
presented here and the experimental values is obtained us-

ing a value of cr2
——0.57.

IV. DISCUSSION

The application of the approach of Barnes's et al. ' to
other hosts of low Eu + site symmetry is controversial.

They assumed that both interactions have principal axes

common with the crystal electric field. There has been

some discussion indicating that the various contributions

to the quadrupole interaction may have differing

principal-axis systems. For a crystal of Ci or lower site

symmetry, only one common axis is required by symme-

try for the various terms in the Hamiltonian and any two

of these interactions may have differing labels on the

common axis. Indeed, the cancellation of the asymmetry

in the ground state Fp has been attributed to differing

axis directions for the lattice and 4f contributions to the

quadrupole parameters. Freeman and Watson' note,

however, that the usual linear (anti)shielding parameters

used in the crystal-field theory merely scale the crystal

field, so in the absence of an m dependence Bi~(1—o'i~ )

of the shielding parameters, no rotation of the principal
axes of the interaction from that of the field-gradient ten-

sor is expected. Published parameters do not give an m

dependence. In the approximation of no nonlinear

(anti)shielding' of the crystal electric field, for the in-

teractions considered in Eqs. (1}—(8), the principal axes of
each tensor are identical through the crystalline electric

field. The ele:tronic eigenfunctions (and their axes) are

determined by the crystal-field interaction (shielded

1 tr;). —The (4f) -electron contribution to the field gra-

dient at the nucleus has the same J; dependence as the

second-order crystal-field terms (with shielding 1 —R~).
The lattice term (and its axes) are proportional to the

same (antishielded 1 —y„) crystal-field terms. In this pa-

per, the treatment of Barnes et a/. ' has bmn followed in

which the Hamiltonian is written in the principal-axes

system of the electric-field-gradient tensor. This was vali-

dated by a measurement of the axes directions of the total

quadrupole interaction in both electronic levels. ' Conse-

quently, the relative sizes of the electronic and the lattice
contribution to the electric field gradient are meaningful.

If this model is used for a low-symmetry host, and the ra-

tio of the lattice to the electronic contributions to the elec-

tric field gradient differs widely from —2, this would like-

ly bc a result of differing principal-axes directions, rather
than from host-dependent atomic or crystal-field parame-
ters. A theoretical model below shows that a 10%%uo ratio
variation is obtained in going from an axial host LiYF4 to
YA103 due to symmetry and crystal-field differences.

The expression [Eq. (7)] given for D4/ is valid only for
axial symmetry. For a lower site symmetry such as C~I,
in YA103, one requires a summation over the three I ]

levels of J=2 which have components of J,=0. In order
to analyze the C&~ example, a crystal-field matrix includ-
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ing J=0, J= 1, and J=2 states of Fo was diagonalized

to obtain ground-state wave functions which could be

used to calculate D4f and E4f, includmg all

~

J=2, J,=0) components. Using Morrison*s values'2

for the crystal electric field, and (r )4f ——0.233 A,

crt 0——57. , (r )4f(1—Rg)=41 A, 1 —y =81, one

obtains, using Eqs. (3)—(6), D&f 11——152, Ezf ———3591,

Di„,———22617, Ei„,——5637, D =—11465 ( —11500),
E =2046 (0) kHz, and the magnetic quenching terms

ct„=0.785 (0.58), a„=0.622 (0.80), and a, =0.468 (0.47).
The measured values are in parentheses. An interchange

of the x and y axes gives good agreement for the magnetic

quenching terms. The ratio of D&,«/D4f = —2.03 is some

11% higher than predicted for the axial case. A similar

calculation for LiYF4.Eu + using the crystal-field param-

eters from Gorller-Walrand' gives D4f
——8100, Di,«

=14782, Di„,/D4f ———1.82, D = —6683 ( —6539) kHz,

and the magnetic quenching terms a„=a„=0.701 (0.939)
and ct, =0.533 (0.614). No experimental data are avail-

able for the sDo state in LiYF4.Eu3+. The reasons for the

large discrepancy in the magnetic quenching terms of the

I.iYF4.Eu + axial case is under study.
'

It should be noted that this apparent agreement comes

with atomic parameters in the accepted ran~e. The ratio

of Di«, /Dqf varies inversely as (1—cri)(r )&f, as does

Dia«. This parameter has shown some host depen-

dence,
' "so that a small variation in the ratio of lattice

and electronic contributions should be expected as the

host is changed. Secondly, the value of

(r )4f(1—R~) =41 A used is consistent with

Lindgren's value o of 45 A and a shielding parameter

Rg
——+0.1. ' The YAIO& crystal-field parameters as

used have been obtained'~ from an interpolation from oth-

er impurity ions in the crystal. Those for LiYF4 have

been obtained by fitting a crystal-field Hamiltonian to the

data' and disagree with the interpolated values' for

LiYF4 by as much as 13%. This would suggest that

within the bounds of the crystal-field theory and the

available parameters, the overall. accuracy is no better

than 10%. One also notes that the calculated Di,«/D4f
ratio changes for deviation from axial symmetry in the

[YA103]/[LiYF4] case by + 10%. Finally, it is noted

that for the YA10:Eu + Fo level, E(calc) =2046 kHz is,

significantly, not zero. The suitability of the crystal-field

parameters' ' used in these calculations may be tested by

examining the measured and calculated parameters D and

E because only the lattice interaction is significant in the

excited state. The excited state, as modeled by Eqs. (3)

and (4), gives the same values as the ground state

Dia« ———22 617 kHz, Ei,« ——+5637 kHz. While the

Di,« ——D(sDo) „Ei,« is somewhat larger than the mea-

sured value
~

E(5Do),
~

=4273 kHz. This difference is

similar in size to that in the ground state where two in-

teractions are present. In order to get a match in the ex-

cited state, the Bi2 value should be reduced by 24%, but

this would leave a problem with the optical spectra, par-

ticularly for the J = 1 levels, which are controlled by only

the Bi~ values. The accuracy of these calculations is lim-

ited because there is no comprehensive crystal-field study

of YA103.Eu +.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The lattice and the electronic contributions to the quad-

rupole interaction in trivalent europium have been ob-

tained by comparing a new measurement of the quadru-

pole interaction in the excited Do electronic state using a
nuclear-optical double-resonance technique with a previ-

ously reported value for the ground Fo state. The lattice

term is shown to be completely dominant in the excited

Do state, while the ratio of lattice to electronic contribu-

tions in the ground Fo state is —2.03 for the YA103 host

lattice.
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respond to the x axis perpendicular to the reflection plane.

Deb [Ref. 12(d)], gives a set with the z axis perpendicular to

the reflection plane. In order to confirm experimentally

which parameter set corresponds to the z axis perpendicular

to the mirror plane, one compares the observed polarizations

with those obtained from the calculations. The emission to

the 370-cm' level is of opposite polarization to the 265- and

500-cm ' levels. This agrees with the calculations using the

parameters of Deb and not with those of Morrison (which

gives the 500-cm '
level as different from the other two J= 1

levels). The note added in proof by Karaianis [Ref. 12(b)]

confirms this interpretation. Therefore the z axis of the

crystal-field parameters given by Morrison is in the mirror

plane as assumed in this analysis and is consistent with the

principal axes of the observed nuclear Zeeman tensor of Refs.

1 and 2.


